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A Balanced Literacy Approach

Balanced Literacy in Grades

The language arts program has uninterrupted blocks of time with a minimum of 40 minutes each, total time of minutes. Each day, students read something of their choice with fluency and understanding. This means that teachers must explicitly teach and model comprehension strategies that students can use as a toolbox. Talking is thinking and is the foundation of literacy. Each day, students listen to an adult fluently read aloud in order to hear what effective reading sounds like and to develop an appreciation of reading. Each day, students write something meaningful. Everyday provides invaluable practice, opportunities for feedback and reflection about the writing. "Phonics" emphasizes the alphabetic principle—the idea that letters represent the sounds of speech, and that there are systematic and predictable relationships between written letters and spoken words, which is specific to the alphabetic writing system. Children learn letter sounds (b = the first sound in "bat" and "ball") first and then blend them (bl = the first two sounds in "blue") to form words. Children also learn how to segment and chunk letter sounds together in order to blend them to form words. Listening as a skill takes priority over details of language content. Along this shift different approaches were chosen to teach listening. In late 1960s and in the early 1970s comprehension approach was used. It was a teacher centered approach in which no attention was given to mistakes or what may cause these mistakes. Teachers focused upon the outcome of listening rather than upon listening itself, upon product rather than process. Learners kept experiencing the same difficulties in same listening exercises as they were not taught how to deal with them. Comprehension approach provided practice in listening but failed to practice it.
writing pronunciation. listening spelling. reading vocabulary. 14) Do you think all the following cognitive skills are necessary for learning English? memorisation generalisation critical thinking discrimination. rote-learning inferencing.

3. Language should be learned in the same sequence children begin to learn language: by first listening to, and then speaking the language. Thus comprehension is developed by listening to language in large quantities. 4. Students hear complete discourse, often through question-answer format. 5. L1 is banned and teaching takes place on the target language only.